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Preface

Before I selected the theme for the Master project, I had been thinking of a variety of topics that could give me a possibility to reach the main goal of my study in Norway – showing Norwegian culture, and the traditional arts of Norway, in a way it hasn’t been done before. I wanted to create an artistic object that is not only theoretical in the concept of tradition, but something with meaning, that is real and has practical use today. I was thinking about survival of the tradition, despite the globalization process, and the blending of different folk cultures and ethnicities. Those thoughts formed the research area of my project around folktales, which connect us to our roots through generations, and link to the future.

The theoretical framework of my project is divided in three parts. The first part is dedicated to the analysis of folktales. The second part is the historical and aesthetical excursion into the illustration of Norwegian folktales. This part is mostly based on a comparative analysis of illustrations and book design, created by different artists. This analysis is important in creating a modern and individual artistic object with a strong connection to the tradition of illustrating folktales. There is a challenge for an artist to create something unique but at the same time with a sense of tradition. The aim of these tasks is to define my personal way of creating an “image”, which is suitable for presenting Norwegian folktales in illustrations in my project.

The result of the theoretical research formed the concept for the practical part. Having my personal interest in book-design and reading, with a Bachelor degree in Graphic design, I decided to create a book of Norwegian folktales for Ukrainian readers, assuming that it will enrich our culture through the knowledge of Norwegian traditions. The book will be presented as a printed example during the exhibition with a series of selected illustrations.
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Introduction

I believe folktales are playing an important role in our lives. Many of us still enjoy folktales by reading, retelling and collecting the books. The illustrations of folktales are kept in our memory from the time of childhood. And on becoming adults, we save the connections with the tradition of the folktales; it influences us in our living. It forms in our minds the psychological prototypes of possible roles we play during our lives in society. Here is a hidden presence of a tiny border between the imagined and the real world.

The most important reason for me to study abroad was the opportunity to achieve new experiences, not only knowledge, but the experience of living in another country with different traditions and a different culture. I believe this experience has influenced my understanding of modern cultural processes. In multi-crossing cultural connections between different countries I see an importance in saving our roots and our traditions without these perspectives being demolished in modern society. The folktales are such ‘keepers’ of authenticity in every country, that’s why they are an important part of modern culture. By knowing the folktales of different countries and cultures, we are receiving a new experience and knowledge. Folktales have been an oral tradition for generations. It was transformed into literal work and since then they exist in books. The illustrating of folktales is a single artistic work with the main aim of showing the readers the traditions, cultural context and authenticity of the stories. In studying the illustrations of folktales I see a link with researching traditional arts and traditional culture.

From the early beginning of working with the illustrations of folktales I realized that there is a difference in illustrations of folktales between Ukraine and Norway. I was surprised for the first time, when I saw the book of folktales, illustrated by Theodor Kittelsen. It has not got such obvious ‘speculation’ on traditional elements as is typical for illustration of folktales, in my country for example. Moreover, it gave me an emotional context of the stories after the first glance at the pictures. This also is not very common for the illustrations of folktales in Ukraine.

All these observations formed my interest and led to the question – do specific rules and principles in illustrations for folktales exist with the intention of showing the traditional context? What are the differences in illustrations of folktales in Ukraine and Norway? Is there any possibilities to create a book with the common practices that exist in my country, but with the knowledge I have received through analyzing the Scandinavian artist’s, while studying in Norway?
Main tasks

The aim of the project is to create a book of Norwegian folktales for Ukrainian readers translated into Ukrainian language according to modern book design. At the same time I want to create a book in the tradition of illustration of folktales formed in my country.

For reaching this aim, firstly, I oriented my attention to the questions: ‘What is a folktale?’ and “How does the folktale differ from other artistic forms?” Moreover, I was interested in the question “Do artists use any specific artistic patterns in illustrating the folktales?” Having these questions in mind, and while searching for the answers in sources, I decided to study the differences in traditions of illustrating folktales in Ukraine and Norway. I thought understanding the differences I saw and analysis of them would help me to come to an interesting artistic solution in my future book. The second task was to make an analysis of illustrations of folktales among the graphical works to understand, through my own experience – how does a reader perceive the illustrations of any literary work in general and how are the illustrations of folktales perceived? Moreover, how does a reader perceive the traditional context of different nations through the illustration of folktales? These rather general tasks gave me a reasonable understanding of the way I will illustrate my book.

For approaching these tasks, I collected a database of the book design and illustrations of Norwegian folktales made by different artists from Scandinavian and Slavic countries starting the end of 19th century until now. The analysis of them confirmed my first impression of duality in the illustrating tradition presented in Ukraine and Norway. The comparative analysis of these two ways of illustrating became a help in creating a book which incorporated both traditions.

With this experience, I challenged myself to create a book recognizable by Ukrainian readers as a book of folktales with a deep traditional context within it. At the same time, I wanted my book to bring to its readers the emotional context of the stories without stereotypical formal and decorative stylization of images, as is typical for Norwegian artists.

Methodology

I used several approaches and methods of research in my project including observation, analysis, comparison, experimenting, and generalization.

For understanding the area of research, I studied publications about folktales and their role in culture. I found out that folktales are used to play an important role in society and in the modern world there is still a place for folktales. I looked through informative sources with an aim to finding specific ‘folktale’s’ character and its existence in illustrations of folktales. For me, it was important to find how exactly the first artists, who created the illustrations of Norwegian
folktales, expressed their perception of national context. They had been working during the period of the Nation building process when interest in folktales was high. That’s why I concentrated my attention on the works of Theodor Kittelsen, Eric Werenskiold, Gerhard Munthe and others.

I selected three Scandinavian and three Ukrainian artists for detailed analysis. All have a very recognizable and bright individual style of illustrating folktales. They created the illustrations of Norwegian and Ukrainian folktales based on their origin, time of working, stylistic preference and artistic abilities. The aim of these theoretical studies was to find the similarities and differences in their presentation of folktales. It helped me with the concept of my own project.

**Practical part**

The practical part of the project is a book with Norwegian folktales created for Ukrainian readers. The results of the theoretical investigation will be used to find an original and suitable way to present part of Norwegian culture, as a country, in my book. It will be a first translation of Norwegian folktales to Ukrainian that is considered as a part of the project. The book will include twelve folktales connected to the months of the year. I want to create a whole book - this means that I will work not only with the illustrations but with all parts of the book: starting with jacket, cover and title until the last page. I want to use hand-drawn illustrations with open-pages for each story (sub-title). I will draw them on an electronic device such as the electronic tablet.

As a part of the practical work I want to be responsible for the printing process and for that I want to do an electronic dummy (model) of each page. This last phase of the project is also a challenge, because I will do a dummy according to the modern requests of printing houses with specific program: InDesign and Photoshop-Design.
1. The folktales and their role in culture

Folktales are a part of our culture. They are rooted in the past of human beings. They play an important role nowadays. Interest in folktales, as a long-lasting tradition, was formed only a few centuries ago, but folktales still have many fascinating and interesting characteristics.

The folktale is a cultural phenomenon that has not been studied in depth. Some researchers of folktales are attracted by the question of its origin, its semantic and symbolic meaning. There are psychological analyses of archetypes of the main characters and story plots (Campbell, 2004). There are scientists who are interested in systemizing the different types of folktales (Propp, 1928). Some are interested in connections that were formed between folktales and literary fairy tales and the variety of changes in the stories (Zipes, 2002).

The study of folktales is complicated because of its ancient roots, since folktales have been an oral tradition from earlier times. Joseph Campbell sees the folktale as the root of the same stories, more or less, all over the world in many ethnic groups (Campbell, 2004). The folktales were collected by ethnographers and linguists during the Romantic Movement and the Nation building process in many countries, starting in the 17th century and lasting until the end of the 19th century. When referring to Ukraine I might suggest that our country is still in this process.

The definition of folktale

A folktale – is a basic genre of verbal artistic activity with its roots in magic and ancient beliefs, at first being a spoken tradition set in fiction, told for educative, adventurous or entertaining purposes (after searching and comparing the different variations of this definition, this is the result - my own attempt). By being collected and written down by ethnographers, linguists and scientists in many countries, the folktale started to be a written literary work. A folktale was always attributed to audiences of all ages. From the 19th century, folktales have gotten a wider circle of readers and, since the 20th century, folktales have mainly begun to belong to the forum of children as ‘Children picture-book’. Many people still read for children - both parents and teachers in kindergarten and in school. This limitation of folktales to solely children is formed by the appearance of new leisure activities for grown-up readers instead of reading, such as watching TV, internet, etc.

1.1. The main characteristics of folktales

Folktales have got a firm structure concerning the stages, actions and events in the story:

1. The preparatory chain of actions

This is an introduction that prepares the listeners to perceive the story that will be told or read. It could also be included into the beginning of the folktale action, leading the readers into
the folktale’s world ‘In some reign ... once upon a time... etc.’ It shows to the reader the scene, the time of action, and the main character of the story (by introducing the circumstances, the lead character and his/her behavior is formed). The information about the main character is very important because simply, every folktale is a story about a main character who achieves the result despite or with the help of magical circumstances. The folktale is the illustrative example of an individual’s development, the main character, which influences the consciousness of the reader.

2. Following the preparatory stage there is the central action, or the several successive steps of actions, made by the main character of the story.

3. Upshot. This is the end or final part of a folktale. It often takes this form: ‘happy-ever-after...’ or ‘and then they began to live and to make well’.

According to the sources the collectors of folktales have been struggling with varieties of the same stories during the process of collecting them (Zipes, 2002). We can only suggest this because we know the folktales by their written version. There are reflections of early public relations, primitive ideas of the elements of nature, totemism, animism, customs of initiation and other, not always clear enough interpretations, in many folktales.

Sometimes, the folktales have an animalistic subject, with a clear anthropomorphic interpretation, where the animals are interplaying with human personalities. ‘Such tales are classified according to three subdivisions: the etiological tale, or tale concerning origins (e.g., Great Hare of the Native North Americans); the fable pointing to a moral (Aesop's fables); and the beast epic (e.g., Reynard the Fox) (“The Columbia Electronic Encyclopedia,” 2011).

The contrast between riches and poverty, power and helplessness is sharply represented in some folktales. We see them in “The Princess on the Glass Mountain”, “The Baby doll in a grass” and in other folktales.

The folktales are varied by national specificity shown in the mentality of the main character, in the language used, domestic details, in the character of the landscape and climate, in the image of social relations and in the country’s mentality, generally not rich but peasant community/life.

The folktales are filled with magical and ritual meanings. In many stories the elements of nature are personified. These elements are helping the main character to retrieve required knowledge or a needed object. In many folktales the elements are supervising the main character (for example, in the folktale ‘East of the Sun and West of the Moon’ we have got the ‘brothers Winds’). They are mostly helping and patronizing (for example in the same folktale we have got three old sisters). Comparing with myths and legends I see a parallel. I make the suggestion that they are like the three sisters Moirai in the Greek mythology, who were responsible for human
life and destiny. There are Clotho, who is spinning the thread of life, Lachesis who is distributing lives, and Atropos who is cutting the thread of life at the appointed moment. There is a metaphorical reflection of the connections between future, past and real times. In the folktale “East of the Sun and West of the Moon” these three old sisters are not only helping the princess, they are giving the artifacts – symbols of female creative sides: spinning wheel, spindle and golden apple. The last one is presented in many Norwegian stories, not only folktales, as a strong and powerful artifact.

**Folktales in connection to art forms**

Folktales are a source of inspiration for artists, and reflection on folktales can be found in many art forms where it plays a small or a big role as inspiration or an idea. The influence of the folktale plots could be a source for creating the images or objects in visual arts, for composing an opera or a ballet or for writing a new novel.

**Visual arts:** painting and drawing (decorative and figurative); graphic design (folktales books, postcards, calendars, children picture books), photography, printmaking, sculpture, and other visual media, and interactive media (for example, radio-show);

**Architecture:** interior and exterior design, landscape and small elements of architecture. As one dramatic example I can mention the Neuschwanstein castle, built in the 19th-century in southwest Bavaria, Germany. It has richly decorated interior and exterior design made in the style of historicism. This style was founded at the end of the 18th century under the strong influence of studying of folklore and folktales. This style was a try-out for artists to move from very unbalanced society to the uncertain imagined world or ‘forgotten times’. The style is deeply connected with folklore, with Middle Ages interpretations, etc.

**Performing arts:** music and dance, theatre, TV-show, film-making and performances.

**Literature:** fairy tales, fiction, novels, fantasy and adventure stories, the closest art form to folktales; as an example, play ‘Peer Gynt’ written by Henrik Ibsen and enriched by composed music by Edward Grieg. This list demonstrates the importance of the folktales in artistic activities.

**1.2. Classifications of folktales**

I looked through the classifications and typology of the folktales and it helped me to consider the plot of the stories more precisely. In many cases it gave me ideas for future illustrations and details I needed to show for each story, for drawing the attention of the reader in the right direction for gaining a wider perception.

There are a few classifications of folktales. First, a classification made by V. G. Belinsky (1811 –1848), who divided folktales into two groups: 1. Athletic, the folktales introduces an
epical main character, from Russian “bogatur”; 2. Satiric - with a humorous description of rural life, its moral concepts, and sly Russian mind.

At the end of the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th century in Russian culture, as in other countries, there was a cultural wave, an interest in collecting ethnical data. It was a strong movement called “narodniki” (folk-followers from Russia), who claimed to be not politically oriented, with interest around studying and formulating the “real Russian values”. In this period Alexander Afanasyev (1826 –1871) worked collecting and writing down folktales from different parts of the Russian Empire. His collection is still considered as the most valuable and completed work of Russian folktales from the different ethnic groups present in the territory of the Russian Empire at the time of his work. Nevertheless, despite the magnificent impact of his anthropological and cultural work, he suffered and struggled with poverty and even starvation. His classifications were dedicated to the plot of the story, with specificity of the main character and his or her adventures. If the folktale had magical artifacts, which were playing a dominating role in the story, it is counted as a ‘magic folktale’. Everyday folktales, showing the common life of the main characters, were called ‘everyday folktales’. He distinguished from the total mass:

- Folktales about animals (most ancient);
- Magic folktales;
- Everyday folktales;
- Adventurous folktales;
- ‘Boring’ folktales.

Having, as a starting point, the classifications of A. Afanasyev, I looked through the chosen folktales again, and found that eleven from twelve of the folktales present the “everyday folktales”. Ten folktales, except two with titles ‘The man who kept house’ and ‘Let Go of the Root, Catch the Fox-foot’, could be counted as ‘Magical folktales’ because of the magical changes in size and appearance, the magical artifacts, creatures such as ‘Troll’; transformations of the characters into animals and from animals to human beings, and achieving new abilities by magical drinks, etc. Some folktales can easily be related to ‘Adventurous folktales’ because the main characters are travelling, or there is the presence of the sea or sailors, the ships etc.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number in a book</th>
<th>The title of the folktale</th>
<th>Animalistic folktales</th>
<th>Magic folktales</th>
<th>Everyday folktales</th>
<th>Adventurous folktales</th>
<th>‘Boring’ folktales</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Troll from Ashaug</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Why the Sea Is</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>The Baby doll in the grass;</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>East of the Sun and west of the Moon;</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Widow’s sun;</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>The Princess on the Glass Mountain;</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Troll and the wedding celebration</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Soria-Moria Castle;</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>The man, who kept house</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>How the boy traveled to the Northern wind for his flour;</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Let Go of the Root, Catch the Fox-foot</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>The cat of Dovre</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. The analysis of the folktales chosen for my book is through the classification of Afanasyev A.

1.3. **Folktales and fairy tales**

Literary fairy tale is always related to the socially-historical events and literary-aesthetic directions. The foundation of a fairy tale is the personality of a writer, with ideas and images from imagination.

Many fairy tales, which are written by authors, instead of being the collective creation, are influenced or based on the plots of folktales.
One of the most helpful sources for helping to answer the question of connection between fairy tales and folktales is a book written by Jack Zipes (Zipes, 2002). His works are mostly devoted to the literal heritage of Brothers Grimm and the question of the authorial impact in the tales they collected and wrote. I found the table with folklore opposed to literature, where I see a link to the opposition between folktales and fairy tales:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Folklore</strong></th>
<th><strong>Literature</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oral</td>
<td>Written</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>Text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face-to-face Communication</td>
<td>Indirect Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ephemeral</td>
<td>Permanent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communal (event)</td>
<td>Individual (event)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re-creation</td>
<td>Creation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variation</td>
<td>Revision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tradition</td>
<td>Innovation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unconscious Structure</td>
<td>Conscious Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collective Representations</td>
<td>Selective Representatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public (ownership)</td>
<td>Private (ownership)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diffusion</td>
<td>Distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory (recollection)</td>
<td>Re-reading (recollection)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig.2. From (Zipes, 2002, p. 14)

Not all of the points Jack Zipes stress work for folktales (folklore) and fairy tales (literature). In my opinion, they exist in a written or permanent form; both of them as printed are objects of indirect communication. On the other hand, the folktales are from the memory of the communal or collective conscious because they have been told and retold generation after generation. They have still got an oral context because there is a reader (by adults for children, etc.). There is the very interesting point of collective representatives in the folktales and selective representatives in fairy tales. In folktales we always make a generalization about the main character based on his or her appearance, his/her temper and character (Izvozhikova). This generalization is a source of simplified pictured story of our perception of folktales. It influences an artist who is creating the illustrations, as well as a reader who is reading the generalized story with synthesized
illustrations. In fairy tales we have the names, the full description of the character and temper, creating a concrete picture in our mind.

The folktale is a part of culture, influencing different forms of art. The folktale is different from other literary work because it does not show the individuality of the author as is the case with fairy tales. The folktale is specific because it shows authenticity through the plots and the actions of the main characters. It makes it possible to know the mentality and national context of the country. At the same time folktales are teaching morality, that’s why, more or less, the plots of folktales from different countries have got similar topics. The plots of folktales are formed around the challenges of the main character in his/her willing to achieve and succeed.
2. Illustrations of folktales

2.1. Illustrations and its specific features

There is interplay between artists, who create images for the book, and readers who perceive the text. These images are reflecting the artists imagined world of the plot which begins to live this pictured life. The text illustrations have the ability to provide the book with a sense of truthfulness, even if the plot is fiction as the folktales are. The way an artist shows his understanding of the plot impacts the reader’s perception. For example, the novel, written by English author Charles Lutwidge Dodgson under the pseudonym Lewis Carroll, entitled ‘Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland’ (commonly shortened to “Alice in Wonderland”) in 1865 (fig.3.) has been illustrated by many artists. But readers from all over the world believe that the main characters of this fairy-tale look like the John Tenniel’s illustrations (Weidner).

Fig. 3. The illustration for “Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland”, drawn by John Tenniel (Weidner).
Fig. 4. The illustration for “Alice's Adventures in Wonderland”, drawn by John Tenniel (“Sir John Tenniel Works Online: Categorized & Annotated,” 2011).

Illustration gives the sense of the text through the visual images in the book. It is grounded in a written story, behind the illustration is always a text as its source.

Pictured world is around us, by images we communicate during our lives. By images we are communicating through generations, through different cultural époques. A person is introduced to a book even when he/she cannot read it, when at the pre-readers age. It is an interesting period for research of illustration because at this stage a child perceives the story in the most mature way – through the voice of the reader, as has been used for generations and generations. At the same time, a child is also reacting to the pictures in the book, which give the images of main characters.

Illustrating, as a field of artistic activity, gives to an artist the freedom to express ideas with graphic tools and skills in the pictures. The artistic ability of the artist is influential. The result achieved differs from artist to artist. An audience perceives the story through the variety of illustrated material that supports (or does not support) the story.
The illustration is often separated from the text and from the book-design’s concept for
cultural or aesthetic analysis. It makes possible to see it as a graphical work with its artistic
qualities and value. Otherwise, the main goal of illustrations is to reflect the sense of the story.
Illustrations are valued by their connection to the text. And also their ability to cover the text and
create the truthful and concrete images that correlate in the reader’s conscious with the main
characters and the story.

How is it possible to understand illustration and its characteristics? I would love to formulate
a perception of it in this list:

- It is a visual adaptation, because it is an image created as a reflection of the story,
influenced by the artist’s imagination.
- It is individual, because of the abilities and taste, style of the artist;
- It is a commutation, because it creates a channel between the writers, readers and
illustrators inner worlds.
- It is conductive, because it appears in a book with a purpose to define the changes in
plot.
- It is valued as artistic work, because a reader perceives the book through the illustrated
material - the illustrations are not only the examples, they are a part of the story.

The specificity of folktales as a literal work adds even more aspects into defining the
illustration:

- It is more complex, because of the traditional elements used by an artist to manipulate
and emphasize the ethnical belonging of the folktale;
- It is conceptual and formalized, because the information can be concealed by the author
(literary work) or by specificity of genre, as in a folktale. The description of the
appearance of the main character and other characters and surroundings, such as nature
and objects involved in a story: buildings, interiors, elements of the costumes and
accessories, will be the result of the artist’s imagination only.

From the sources I’ve checked that were made in Russian speaking and Scandinavian
countries, there are two opposite directions in the work with regards to the illustrations of the
countries. The first kind is very rich with decorative elements, details and ornaments. It is typical
for the so-called Russian folktale’s illustrating school, starting from 1880 (Shirochishin, 2005).
Because of the almost ethnographical authenticity of the illustrations of the folktales through traditional costumes, buildings, military equipment, a reader is accessing truthful information.

This well-readable ‘cliché’ in illustrating folktales was first formed as a part of the Romantic Movement in the Russian Empire and began to appear at the end of the 19th - beginning of the 20th-century. What we have in Ukraine is now a fixed and recognizable structure for the book-design with readable exploitation of traditional elements.

If a book consists of several folktales, each of them starts with the title-page which includes illustration and title of the story. The pages with the text are framed with ornaments. The same ornamental motif is used for framing the illustrations on the pages. The illustrations are not integrated into the page with the text. There are small decorative panels or stylized images at the end of the stories. Sometimes they are made in black and white technique, stylized as wood-carving. If a book consists of one story only, then the same rules work as with one folktale in a multi-story book.

Because of the firm structure, I look at the modern illustrating of folktales in Ukraine, which is unchanging according with the changes in the times/era, as they almost look the same as illustrations from the beginning of the 20th century or any other period since then. The rules and orders in book-design and composition of illustrative parts have resulted in formality and sameness of modern books, despite that modern art dictates brightly pronounced individuality and self-expression (see Fig.5-10).

Fig. 5. (Labirint). The book of Russian folktales, printed in 2008, illustrations made by Ivan Cigankov.

Fig. 7. (Labirint). The illustrations from book of Russian folktales, printed in 1901, reprinted many times, created by Ivan Bilibin, around 1900-1915.
Fig. 8. (Labirint). The illustrations from book of Russian folktales, printed in 2009 made Ivan Cigankov.

Fig. 9. (Labirint). The illustrations from book of Russian folktales, created by Elena Polenova in 1886–1889, and printed for the first time in 1906 ("She was living in the folktale's world," 2011).
Fig.10. (Labirint). The illustrations from book of Russian folktales, created by Malkus Marina, and printed in 2010.

The illustrations of the first type are very informative of traditions and folk culture because of the correspondence of ethnographical date and images.

The second kind of illustration, which is more typical for Norway and Europe in general, is generalized and subjective at the same time. The national context is concealed by the magic of the plot, and a reader perceives the information through more direct, emotional contact with the images. The second type of illustration has a very personalized depiction of the main characters, and because of involvement of emotions, the reader has the freedom to come up with his own image or view in his/her imagination. These illustrations are very settled in an emotional sense, the faces and poses are not showing feelings giving the image liveliness. At the same time the illustrations are free of the details and decorations that are in the first case keeping the attention of the reader from the emotional context of the story. This type of illustrating is more typical here in Norway.

2.2. The illustrations, created by Theodor Kittelsen (Norway), John Bauer(Sweden) and Kay Nielsen (Denmark)

The artists chosen for detailed analysis, who present the illustrations of Norwegian folktales, were working during the period when ‘national pride’ and a search for national identity
were important constants, but individual artistic solutions varied with circumstance (Malmanger, 1980, p. 10). The artists Theodor Kittelsen (1857–1914), Eric Werenskiold (1855–1938) and Gerhard Munthe (1849–1929) were the first illustrators of Norwegian folktales. Their illustrations were created under the general tendency of ‘identifying national characteristics. It was a matter of discovering something believed to be already there - Norway itself and that which is typically Norwegian in nature and the life of the people’ (Malmanger, 1980, p. 10). In this National movement the dominating personality was Eric Werenskiold. His motivation was to show Norwegians that they were representatives of their own distinctive rich culture. His illustrations, as well as the illustrations of Theodor Kittelsen, started to be narratively Norwegian just after being published. His contention was that truly Norwegian art could only be reached by truthful representation of the Norwegian landscape and people’ (Malmanger, 1980, p. 17).

The works of Gerhard Munthe (1849-1929) and Erik Werenskiolds were excluded from the detailed analysis for a few reasons. Gerhard Munthe worked with illustrations of the sagas (Fig.12.). And I found on the internet (Bakken, 1952) only two of his illustrations (Fig.13, 14.). At the same time, his name is tidily connected to folktales because he designed for the Craft movement in Norway. He created 12 sketches, adopted for further recreating in textile work, during the specific time in Norwegian artistic culture when crafts were supported on a governmental level by 1) involvement of artists in the process of creating the sketches and motifs for the further reproduction by masters in applied arts; 2) helping the handwork and crafting in its struggle to survive from the growing mass-produced objects and goods. This topic will very likely be studied in depth in a separate research.

‘Gerhard Munthe made his own particular contribution. In his work a coolly realistic landscape idiom (Bakken, 1952) alternates with a formalist decorative art. This is obviously connected to European fin-de-siècle trends, but by adapting solutions from Norwegian medieval and folk art (Opstad, 1996), he consciously attempted to reach back, beyond later cultural influences, towards a sort of primordial cultural identity’ (Malmanger, 1980).

He used folktale motifs and plots by adopting the color schemes for weaved works. That is why the final result is very much a reproduction of the shades and contrasts of the water-colors he used.
Fig. 11. The Illustrations created by Gerhard Munthe 1902-1904. Asmund’s Saga. Personal photo made in Bergen Art museum, 2011.

Fig. 12-13. The illustrations created by Gerhard Munthe (Bakken, 1952).
The book ‘A time for trolls’ translated to English with illustrations made by Hans Gerhard Sörensen, consisting of 13 folktales. It has got black-white illustrations made in linocut technique. In the introduction (Asbjørnsen and Moe, 1962, pp. 7-10) , written by translator Joan Roll-Hansen, he comes to the conclusion ‘the publication of ‘Norske Folkeeventyr’ had a far-reaching effect on the Norwegian national consciousness. At a time of general national revival, it meant a great deal for national self-respect to discover that during the dark years of Danish domination the unlettered folk of Norway had fostered such a rich store of powerful tales. The linguistic and imaginative impact upon Norwegian literature was very strong. Ibsen steeped himself in the tales. His great tragic drama, ‘Peer Gynt’, draws on the language and content of both fairy tale and legend. Peer Gynt fancies himself as a fairy hero, but his tragedy is that he imagines he can win happiness the easy way (Asbjørnsen and Moe, 1962, p. 10)’.

I included in the research and in the comparison the illustrations created by John Bauer (1882 –1918) in 1907 for the ‘Great Swedish Fairy tales’, because they influenced the illustrating tradition not only in Scandinavian countries but also works by artists from England, Russia, Germany and the United States. The works of John Bauer influenced Danish illustrator Kay Nielsen (1886 –1957). Nielsen is famous for the illustrations of Norwegian folktales he created.

For detailed analysis I have chosen three artists that are, in my opinion, the most representative from those artists who made illustrations of Norwegian folktales. The reasons for picking them include:

1. They have been working during the same period of time
2. They have been involved in the Nation building process and have been interested in ethnical questions
3. They are famous because of folktales illustrations from first publishing until now
4. The books with their illustrations are published each year up until today
5. Their illustrations have similarities in technique – water-colours with outlining by countour
6. I like the illustrations of these artists personally because of the stylistic and emotional context.

The images of the trolls and main characters in illustrations, made by Theodor Kittelsen, are presenting not only a graphic design in Norway, they are also presenting the impact of the recognition of the folktales on a national level, and that is why they have been brought into/classified as world heritage. Moreover, I suppose the illustrations made by him and by Eric
Werenskiold are inseparable from the images of the stories. I understood that without understanding the visual means he used in his illustrations, my work would not be complete.

Bildet finnes kun i den trykte utgaven

Fig. 14. Kvitebjorn - Kong Valemon (The Polar Bear King), Theodor Kittelsen, 1912 ("Theodor Kittelsen: Pictor norvegian,"")

Fig.15. Trollet som grunner pa hvor gammelt det er, (Troll wonders how old he is), Theodor Kittelsen, ("Theodor Kittelsen: Pictor norvegian,"")

Fig.16. Skogtroll (Forest Troll), Theodor Kittelsen, 1906 ("Skogtroll: Forest Troll ")

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Artistic means</th>
<th>Fig.14.</th>
<th>Fig.15.</th>
<th>Fig.16.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>Vertical</td>
<td>Vertical</td>
<td>Vertical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line, contour</td>
<td>Very soft, doesn’t work</td>
<td>Very soft, almost doesn’t work</td>
<td>Very soft, doesn’t work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colors, Saturation of the colors</td>
<td>Pale pallet, with soft and transparent interaction between shades of the colors.</td>
<td>Shady, Almost black-white with transparent interaction between shades of the colors</td>
<td>Shady, Almost black-white with transparent interaction between shades of the colors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
<td>Contrast of light characters with the dark background</td>
<td>Dark character (Troll) with light background</td>
<td>Dark character (Troll) with light background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Very slow, almost static composition</td>
<td>Static, with focus on the lower part</td>
<td>Static, with heaviness in the lower part</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Character’s appearance and placement in the picture</td>
<td>The bigger half of the picture’s surface</td>
<td>The bigger half of the picture’s surface</td>
<td>The bigger half of the picture’s surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature</td>
<td>Is in the background, dense forest is typical for Norway, additional element</td>
<td>Is in the background, additional element</td>
<td>Is in the background, additional element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional costumes</td>
<td>Bridal crown, chaplet in the hands, Simple dress, no decoration</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture or arch. elements</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotion</td>
<td>Sadness, soft, not intense.</td>
<td>Sadness, soft, not intense.</td>
<td>Sadness, depressive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main accent</td>
<td>Main characters, her emotional conditions and bridal crowns and bear.</td>
<td>Troll, by dominant size of it and emotional conditions.</td>
<td>Troll’s eye, because of the contrast of the colors.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 17. The characteristics of illustrations, by Theodor Kittelsen (Fig. 14-16).

The illustrations by Theodor Kittelsen (Ripol, 2011) were oriented to showing nature as a background to the feelings of the main character. He didn’t use traditional elements; I might suggest that his interest was in the emotional context of the stories. The technique he used is very soft and delicate and it gives a feeling of mystery. While studying his pictures I visited his personal exhibition in Bergen (autumn 2012) and there I also learned that all of his illustrations are of full-value as an art objects, because of their self-sufficiency. The illustrations stood out between several exposed book-models, his writings and many sketches, because every one of them are a completed story with complex vocabulary using soft and mixed technique of water colors (fig.15,16), with tender and almost vanished contour lines. The illustrations by Theodor
Kittelsen are very convincingly telling his emotional and close contact with the spirit of each story he worked with.

Fig. 18, 19. The fragments of the illustrations by Theodor Kittelsen I made for the detailed picture of his water-colors technique (personal photo).
Fig. 20-22. Illustrations created by John Bauer, 1907 (*Great Swedish Fairy tales* 1966)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Artistic means</th>
<th>Fig. 20.</th>
<th>Fig. 21.</th>
<th>Fig. 22.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>Quadrat</td>
<td>Quadrat</td>
<td>Quadrat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line</td>
<td>Very vibrant</td>
<td>Very vibrant</td>
<td>Very vibrant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colors</td>
<td>Plane and dark, detailed bright and contrast forefront</td>
<td>Plane, light background against the bright and contrast forefront</td>
<td>Dark background against the bright colors for the heroes in the forefront</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
<td>Dark background against the light main characters in front</td>
<td>Light background with dark spots where main characters/heroes are</td>
<td>Dark background against the light space where main characters are</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Lower part of the picture, closer to the reader</td>
<td>Lower part of the picture, closer to the reader</td>
<td>Lower part of the picture, closer to the reader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Character's appearance and placement in the picture</td>
<td>Detailed, in front</td>
<td>Detailed, in front</td>
<td>Detailed, in front</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature</td>
<td>Detailed, in back</td>
<td>Detailed, in front</td>
<td>Detailed, in back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional costumes</td>
<td>Not clear</td>
<td>Not clear</td>
<td>On the boy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture or arch. elements</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotion</td>
<td>Very calm</td>
<td>Bright, laugh</td>
<td>Surprise and kindness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main accent</td>
<td>Heroes, by contrast of the colors, value and details.</td>
<td>Heroes, by contrast of the colors, value and details.</td>
<td>Heroes, by contrast of the colors, value and details.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 23. Characteristics of illustrations, created by John Bauer.

The illustrations by John Bauer are oriented to showing nature as well. He used traditional elements only a little. His interest was oriented towards the emotional context of the stories, where he was presenting the main characters with detailed emotional condition. His pictures have got three-dimensional deepness. It makes the reader actually believe in the reality of the drawn world. The technique is very contrasting and delicate at the same time with many small accents on the accessories and costumes. I have to stress here that despite the ‘children-book’ look of his illustrations I think that the strong emotional context of his pictures is very impressive. Looking through the delicacy and detailed attention to the poses and faces of the characters, the contrasting additional colors he used for underlining the main character on the drawn surface, it is obvious that every small detail here has its concrete and needed place. His most expressive artistic means in his illustrations is a vital contour line that reminds us of the stained-glass window technique. For me personally there is a sense of looking not at the picture but through the stain-glass inside the book where there is another fairy world, living its own life.

The illustrations by Kay Nelsen are oriented towards showing nature as the theatric scenery of the main character’s existence; but the characters are very important for the artist at the same time. The main point for him was to create the realistic and detailed space for the characters. At the same time his technique is very stylized, and I can see in his illustrations the influence of Japanese style that was very popular at that time (Halen, 1994). He used traditional elements in the costumes and accessories, in the interior decoration. He presented the main characters very dramatically. His pictures have got stylized flatness, so it gives the reader the feeling of cut-off reality. The technique is very contractual and delicate at the same time. There are many small
accents on the accessories and costumes and with very plastic and elegant line and underline, typical for the Japanese style.

**Fig. 24-26. Illustrations for ‘The east of the Sun and the west of the Moon’, Kay Nelsen, ("Nielsen's Fairy Tale Illustrations in Full Color ", 2006)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Artistic means</th>
<th>Fig. 24.</th>
<th>Fig. 25.</th>
<th>Fig. 26.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>Vertical</td>
<td>Vertical</td>
<td>Vertical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line</td>
<td>Very vibrant</td>
<td>Very vibrant</td>
<td>Very vibrant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colors</td>
<td>Cold palette, with accent on the Princess</td>
<td>Pastel palette with warm variations</td>
<td>Dark background against the warm colors on the princess in the forefront</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
<td>The dark background in contrast with the light main character</td>
<td>On nuance</td>
<td>Contrast dark background and light body of the character</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>Static</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Character’s appearance and</td>
<td>Additional, but detailed</td>
<td>Additional, but detailed</td>
<td>Additional, but detailed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bildet finnes kun i den trykte utgaven

Bildet finnes kun i den trykte utgaven
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>placement in the picture</th>
<th>Nature</th>
<th>Traditional costumes</th>
<th>Architecture or arch. elements</th>
<th>Emotion</th>
<th>Main accent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contrast and detailed, in back</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Yes, with accent on the decoration.</td>
<td>Very detailed interior with many traditional elements</td>
<td>Pointed brave</td>
<td>Interior space, by contrast of the colors, value and details and then heroes. Princess and bear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contrast and detailed, in back</td>
<td>Yes, with accent on the decoration.</td>
<td>Yes, with accent on the decoration.</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Pointed sorrow</td>
<td>Nature, by contrast of the value, size and details to the princess.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 27. Characteristics of illustrations, created by Kay Nelsen.

This start of the research shows that the first three artists who are presenting the illustrating tradition of the folktales in the Scandinavian countries are mostly oriented toward the feeling of the main characters and the emotional context of the folktales in general. Nature, and its specific characteristics, is the main link/tactic for recreating an origin, a link to the country. There is the general existence of dramatization in the illustrations made by Scandinavian artists, with the underlining emotional context of the stories in general and concrete feelings of the main characters being depicted. During the observation the reader is involved in this emotional exchange with the depicted images and that is why the readers are affected by them.

2.3. Russian folktale’s illustrating school, and its representatives- Ivan Bilbin (1876-1942), Vyacheslav Nazaruk (1941- now) and Vladislav Yerko (1962-now)

Firstly, I have to explain the specificity of Russian folktale’s illustrating school that has influenced my artistic background. I make this observation also because there is a traditional way of illustrating folktales that exists, with firm and settled rules in modern illustrating, in Ukraine. This influence of the Russian folktale’s illustrating school is still strong in the territory of Russia, Ukraine, White Russia and other countries that used to be in the Russian Empire. It was formed
at the end of the 19th century, reached its golden era at the beginning of 20th century. One of the establishers was Russian artist – Ivan Bilibin.

Ukraine was part of the Russian Empire since 1772 with the cultural and political center in Sankt-Petersburg and, from the Soviet period in 1922, (officially) Moscow played a central role as well. The biggest educational organizations and institutions have been concentrated there. I will not write about political and economic issues that we still face between our countries, but I’d like to explain why I call graphic school in Ukraine “Russian school”.

Before 1917 the main educational center of Fine Arts was in Sankt-Petersburg, in the Royal Academy of Fine Arts. It was established in 1757. It was typical for artists to study there for almost three centuries from all cities and smaller places of the Russian Empire, including Ukrainian territory as well. The National Academy of Fine Arts and Architecture was founded in Kyiv in 1917, where the first professors and teachers graduated in Sankt-Petersburg. The first dean of the graphic department in Kyiv – Georiy Narbut (1886-1920) was a student of Ivan Bilibin, when he was studying in Sankt-Petersburg. This is only one of many examples of the strong connection between Russian artistic schools and artistic schools in Kyiv. This connection was formed historically, through many artistic generations and we still have it nowadays.

Fig. 28-30. Illustrations, created by Ivan Bilibin, approximately 1905, (Klimov, 1999)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Artistic means</th>
<th>Fig. 28.</th>
<th>Fig. 29.</th>
<th>Fig. 30.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>20 to 30</td>
<td>20 to 30</td>
<td>20 to 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line</td>
<td>Underline, vibrant</td>
<td>Underline, vibrant</td>
<td>Underline, vibrant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colors</td>
<td>Warm bright palette</td>
<td>Bright palette</td>
<td>Bright palette</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
<td>Without any contrasts</td>
<td>Without any contrasts</td>
<td>Without any contrasts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Active</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Character’s appearance and placement in the picture</td>
<td>Additional, but detailed</td>
<td>Additional, but detailed</td>
<td>Additional, but detailed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature</td>
<td>Detailed, in back and in front</td>
<td>Detailed, in back and in front</td>
<td>Detailed, in back and in front</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional costumes</td>
<td>Yes, with accent on the decoration.</td>
<td>Yes, with accent on the decoration.</td>
<td>Yes, with accent on the decoration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture or arch. elements</td>
<td>Very detailed exterior with many traditional elements</td>
<td>Very detailed exterior with many traditional elements</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotion</td>
<td>Very calm</td>
<td>Very calm</td>
<td>Calm, light surprise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main accent</td>
<td>Landscape with many elements</td>
<td>Landscape with many elements</td>
<td>Landscape with many elements</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 31. Characteristics of illustrations, created by Ivan Bilibin.

Fig. 32-34. Illustrations created by Vyacheslav Nazaruk, 2000 (Pushkin, 1997)
In general, the illustrations by Ivan Bilibin and Vyacheslav Nazaruk (Solomeeva, 2008) are oriented towards showing nature, architecture and costumes with historical authenticity as a background to the main character’s existence. The main point is to create a very realistic and detailed space for them. His pictures have got stylized flatness because of the underlining of every detail in the picture, but at the same time it gives the full three-dimensional drawn space. The technique is very contractual and delicate at the same time with many small accents on the traditional elements, the accessories, the costumes and the architectural elements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Artistic means</th>
<th>Fig. 32.</th>
<th>Fig. 33.</th>
<th>Fig. 34.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>Classical 20 to 30</td>
<td>Classical 20 to 30</td>
<td>Classical 20 to 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line</td>
<td>Underline, vibrant</td>
<td>Underline, vibrant</td>
<td>Underline, vibrant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colors</td>
<td>Bright palette</td>
<td>Bright palette</td>
<td>Bright palette</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
<td>Contrast forefront to the background</td>
<td>Contrast forefront to the background</td>
<td>Contrast forefront to the background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Active</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Character's appearance and placement in the picture</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Detailed</td>
<td>Detailed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature</td>
<td>Detailed</td>
<td>Detailed</td>
<td>Detailed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional costumes</td>
<td>Yes, with accent on the decoration.</td>
<td>Yes, with accent on the decoration.</td>
<td>Yes, with accent on the decoration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture or arch. elements</td>
<td>Very detailed exterior with many traditional elements</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotion</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Active</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main accent</td>
<td>Landscape with architecture, many elements</td>
<td>Landscape with the main character</td>
<td>Landscape with the main character</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 35. Characteristics of illustrations created by Vyacheslav Nazaruk.
The last plate is analysis of the illustrations by Vladislav Yerko. His illustrations are oriented to showing the feelings of the main characters with big accent on the traditional costumes and accessories. His pictures have got stylized flatness due to the specific manner of the technique. He uses equal and small details that make the realistic background look very decorative with many accents on accessories, costumes and architectural elements. He is a presenter of a new generation of graphic designers who are working in Ukraine nowadays. There is a very evident tendency of developing the emotional conditions of the depicted characters in his illustrations, despite the traditional way of decorating and the stiff depiction of bodies and poses in the images of the characters of the folktales. I have to note also, how he uses in his books modeling of the pages without typical frames around the text and images. Quite often he uses the ornamented background for the textual pages that link the text, to the illustration that follows, by general saturation. This way creates the perception of the book as a single unit, without the feeling of breaks and gaps we might have when the illustrations are not related or balanced with the text.

Fig. 36, 37. Illustrations made by Vladislav Yerko (Yerko, 2008)
Fig. 38. Illustrations made by Vladislav Yerko (Yerko, 2008)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Fig. 36.</th>
<th>Fig. 37.</th>
<th>Fig. 38.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Artistic means</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>20 to 30</td>
<td>20 to 30</td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line</td>
<td>Very plane</td>
<td>Very plane</td>
<td>Very plane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colors</td>
<td>Warm but bright palette</td>
<td>Warm gold palette</td>
<td>Warm gold palette</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
<td>Contrasts on faces</td>
<td>Without any contrasts</td>
<td>Without any contrasts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Calm</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Calm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Character's</td>
<td>Very detailed</td>
<td>Very detailed</td>
<td>Very detailed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appearance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and placement in</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the picture</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Additional in the background</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td>Yes, with accent on the decoration.</td>
<td>Yes, with accent on the</td>
<td>Yes, with accent on the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>costumes</td>
<td></td>
<td>decoration.</td>
<td>decoration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture</td>
<td>None, kind of interior</td>
<td>Very detailed exterior</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or arch. elements</td>
<td>in the background</td>
<td>None, kind of interior</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotion</td>
<td>Very calm, with element of sorrow</td>
<td>Fight</td>
<td>Calm, with element of sorrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main accent</td>
<td>Feelings and costumes, accessories</td>
<td>Action, and costumes, accessories</td>
<td>Feelings and costumes, accessories</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 39. Characteristics of illustrations, created by Vladislav Yerko.

The illustrations of Ivan Bilibin and Vyacheslav Nazarchuk are formed around the action in the folktales without accenting the feelings or emotions of the heroes. The illustrations depict every change in the plot, by following the story completely. There is a strong historical aspect in the illustrations with the presence of ethnographical and historical truthfulness.

2.4. Facing the previous works - the artists and publications of Norwegian folktales in Ukraine

Writing firstly about published Norwegian folktales in Ukraine, I have to clarify that most translated books from foreign languages have been printed in Moscow and Sankt-Petersburg and spread after that through the territories of the USSR’s republics.

The publishing sphere is still under development in our country since Ukraine became independent. We have a few small private publishing houses and a few governmental publishing houses but it isn’t enough for the population of Ukraine which is around 48 million people officially.

Only in 2012, around 21.2% in the publishing sphere in Ukraine declined. Each year we have this problem on the national level because of high taxes in publishing and printing areas. These kinds of numbers show why the most part of the printed products we have are in Russian language. Because of this, and the total absence of books in Ukrainian, for translated Norwegian folktales I decided to look through Russian variants.

The first book mentioned here is the only example of Norwegian folktales translated into Ukrainian language, and was published in 1986 by the government printing house “Veselka” in Kyiv. It was edited by Senyuk O.D.; it has the title “Norwegian folk tales” and consists of 159 pages. When I was translating folktales from Russian language into Ukrainian for my project, I checked the style and the story-telling in this book. I was surprised, when I found that “East of the sun, west of the moon” is twice shorter than in its Russian translation with a much shorter
text. I have not yet found the artist who worked with the illustrations but I found the picture of the cover (Fig. 40.).

Fig.40. “Norwegian folk tales”, Kyiv, 1986 (Palladin, 2012).

The book with the translation was made by Alexandra Lubarskaya, which I used as a resource for my translating into Ukrainian, and was published in 1987 in Karelia. The book has the title “To the east from the sun, to the west from the moon: Norwegian folk tales and legends”, consisting of 207 pages with illustrations (Asbernssen, 1987).

The illustrating and graphic design of the book was made by artist Nataliya Bryuhanova. This book is the first and best translation from Norwegian to Russian language. The author of the annotations, Malaya Svetlana, wrote that Alexandra Lubarskaya started to translate with Tamara Grabbe and they used, as a source, the texts of Peter Christen Asbjørnsen (1812 — 1885) who is called “the king of the folk tales”. As we know he had a friend he worked with – associate Jørgen Engebretsen Moe (1813 –1882), and predecessor— Andrea Fayer. Fayer published “Norwegian telling” in 1833, considering his own work as a reflection of the great work of brothers Grimms. P.C. Asbjørnsen (1812-1885) and I.I.Moe (1813-1882) collected, rewrote and then published in 1841, then in 1852 and 1871 “Norwegian folk tales”. Asbjørnsen published also “Norwegian fairy tales” (1845-1848) separately from Moe. As Svetlana Malaya in her annotations wrote: ‘By themselves Asbjørnsen and Moe were not considered to be writers but collectors and tellers of stories’ (A. Irvin, 1997; Asbernssen, 1987, p. 7).
Fig. 41. Bildet finnes kun i den trykte utgaven

Fig. 42. Bildet finnes kun i den trykte utgaven

Fig. 43. Title.

Fig. 44. Illustrations for “Peer Gunt”.

Fig. 45. Illustrations for “Soria-Moria castle”
Fig. 46. Illustrations for ‘The east of the sun, the west of the moon’.

Fig. 47. Illustrations for ‘Widow’s sun’. All figures from 41-47 are from ‘Norwegian folk tales’, Petrozavodsk (Asbernssen, 1987).
In 1992 in Moscow a book with the title ‘Norwegian folk tales. Part one’ was published by printing house ‘Kvarta’ (Sivov). This book in Russian, translations made by Alexandra Lubarskaya, was written by Peter Christen Asbjørnsen; total amount of pages is 64. In this book there are only 5 folktales with illustrations made by artist Sergey Bogachev. They were made in black and white technique with linocut stylization.

This technique was very much used in the 70s and 80s in our country because it gave images very sharp lines and forms, making it easier to read the pictures and because of the technical issues of the printing process at the time. The main characteristic of such a kind of illustration is the secondary place of the pictured information, with a dominating textual part. Another point of this type of illustrating is the usage of a script interactively in the pictures; it can be seen on the half-titles of the stories. It is always simply black with boldface type. The feature that distinguishes this kind of illustration is an absence of the emotional and ethnic mark. So if we change the title of the original story/folktale and use it for another culture/country, it still will be useful and with the same success.

Fig.48. The cover of ‘Norwegian folk tales. Part one’, Moscow, 1992 (Sivov).
In 1993, in Sankt-Petersburg, the ‘Anthology. Folk tales of Scandinavian countries’ was published by printing house Variant, editor unknown, with illustrations made by S.I. Vaschenuk and V.V Luzhina in white-and-black technique (ink), with a total of 608 pages. The book consists of four parts: folk tales from Finland (pp. 5-145), Sweden (pp. 149-368), Norway (pp. 371 -487) and Denmark (pp. 491-601), (“Anthology: Folk tales of Scandinavian countries,” 1993).

This book is very much in the same style as a book printed in Karelia in 1987 (Asbernssen, 1987). We see here the same linocut technique and the richness of the scripts and images. Moreover, authenticity is absent again. It is not possible to connect the folktales as a part of Norwegian culture with these illustrations.

The book-design is much better constructed than previous examples because of the usage of the constructive lines and nets where textual and illustrative parts are installed. The stylistic connection between the illustrations, the half-titles, the cover and jacket are seen. It is a comment about the coloristic choice of the jacket, but it may be an explanation for its dominating over the book by multi-colored image.

Fig. 49. The cover of the book and illustrations for the Norwegian folktales ("Anthology: Folk tales of Scandinavian countries," 1993).
The most interesting examples for my research I suppose are the last three books on my list. The first two are printed by Russian Meshcheryakov Publishing House, established in 2005 in Moscow (http://www.idmkniga.ru/) under the name ‘Reflections’, the title of book series. On the list are included ‘East of the sun, west of the moon’ with the original illustrations of Kay Nielsen, translated to Russian by Lubavskaya A. The general concept of the book, and of other books included in the series, is to create the re-design instead of book-design.

The book-design includes authentic elements as illustrations but at the same time there are elements, which create the feeling of mixed times/eras: the shadows, the additional textures and fillings. The perception of the book is quite complicated. The general appearance of the book is very modern and fresh, but may be too complex to see the illustrations separately as something unique and artistically made. The book design here is too overloaded with meanings and thoughts, so a reader may feel lost in reflections and understandings (http://www.idmkniga.ru/catalog/book/?341).

Fig. 50, 51. “East of the sun, west of the moon” (http://www.idmkniga.ru/catalog/book/?341).
The second is ‘Surrounded by elf’s and trolls’ with illustrations made by John Bauer from the same series of books (http://www.idmkniga.ru/catalog/book/?225). The same concept is working here – the mixture of old and known with new and faceless (see fig.53.).
In 2007 the book with the title ‘Northern wind: Norwegian Folk tales/ Nordenvinden: Norske Folkeeventyr’, was published by printing house ‘InfoMedia Publisher’ in Moscow ("Northern wind: Norwegian folktales,"). In this book there are bright and very figurative illustrations made by Russian artist Alexander Dudin. In the review written by K. Myradyan it is mentioned that this book is published in two languages – Russian and Norwegian with translation made by Nataliya Padalko:

‘It is not just a collection of the different translations made at different times. We have got such publications already. The folktales are selected, translated and commented on by one author – Nataliya Padalko, who is studying and translating Norwegian folklore for many years. Norwegian folktales are not just translated, they are almost written in Russian (Muradyan)’.

Fig.54. The illustrations from ‘Northern wind: Norwegian Folk tales/ Nordenvinden: Norske Folkeeventyr’, Moscow, 2007 ("Northern wind: Norwegian folktales,").
Russian artist – Alexander Dudin used here the traditional elements of the page’s composition in the book; the frames with ethnic motives, the small pictures at the end of the stories. Also he uses traditional costumes and elements to underline the authenticity of the folktales. At the same time, there are some modern elements used, the shadowed pictures as a background for the textual part, the repetition of the illustrations. I have to mention:

- The colors used in the book and the depiction of nature;
- The composition of the scripts on the cover and in the text on the pages;
- Richness of the illustrations and textual part (absence of a balance) (see fig. 54).

The last book is the first published variant of Norwegian folktales in Russia with original illustrations of Theodor Kittelsen (Ripol, 2011) printed by Russian printing house ‘Ripol’ (Ripol, 2011) printed by Russian printing house ‘Ripol’, established 15 years ago (see fig. 55-59).

Fig.55-56 The cover and the first page of ‘Norwegian folk tales’ printed by ‘Ripol’ printing house (Ripol, 2011).

The concept here is to save the originality of the book by using the original book-design, the construction of the page and the saturation of the textual and illustrative parts of the book. This is presented to a reader just the same as it was printed for the first time and it is a possibility for modern readers to see the book as it was produced in the first place.
As a part of the book design here the ornamental elements are mostly in *Modern* style of Theodor Kittelsen’s time. This does not take a lot of the reader’s attention because of its lightness and side-location in the page’s composition. The page solution has also a letter at the beginning of each story, the characteristic of the style. The illustrations are not integrated into the textual part of the pages; they are composed side-by-side without bothering the attention of the reader. I would like to say that the last book studied has been the most helpful in realizing what kind of clearness I have to achieve in my book as well.
This part of the theoretical study is dedicated to the comparative analysis of illustrations of folktales. The aim of this part is to clarify my further direction in creating the book of Norwegian folktales. Therefore, I might conclude that there are two tendencies in the illustration of folktales presented in Norway and Ukraine nowadays. In Norway a stress is put on the emotional character of the images without the use of much traditional elements in depictions. There is a stereotype of the illustration of folktales with formalized and decorated depictions of the main characters and surroundings in Ukraine. My approach is to create illustrations of Norwegian folktales on the edge of these two traditions while saving the best qualities of both of them. My book is going to be created for Ukrainian readers, so I decided to respectfully follow the main rules of the Russian folktale’s illustrating school without overcrowding the images with details and decorative elements.

As a result of correspondence between the traditions – the tradition I have been taught and grounded in and the experience I have gotten here in Norway - I have come to the solution of presenting Norwegian folktales with some elements and effects that are traditionally used in Russian folktale’s illustrating school:

- Ornamentation.
- Large initial capital or so called ‘bloomer’.
- The format of the book.
- Title page for each folktale.
Following the experience of Scandinavian artists I will use in my book:

- Stylistic characteristics of graphic technique that gives a smooth and smoky effect by mixing different shades of color pencils
- The quantity and placement of illustrations in the book, with no dominating illustrations over the textual part

As well as continuing the traditions of both countries, I decided to experiment with my book. I believe it will reflect my personality and, as a result, will bring some unexpectedness. In both traditions the textual and illustrative parts are opposed to each other. In Russian folktale’s illustrating school the illustrations dominate the textual pages. In Scandinavian tradition the text is more valued than illustrations. In my book the illustrations and textual body will be valued equally. In order to achieve this feeling I will make illustrations flowing under the text. I decided to use a font very close visually to the hand-written one. It will give the idea or effect of a captured story, when the folktales were collected and recorded by hand as was done originally. Also, some of the folktales have long text so the font will play a role in the image because of its plasticity and figurativeness.
3. Practical part: creating a book with Norwegian folktales

I had to pass through several stages in creating my book. Some of them have been the steps of the one process (drawn dummy and followed electronic model), some have been done at the same time, without an obvious connection (for example, drawing the illustrations and editing the translated text). The following is a division, more or less, of these stages:

- Formulating the general idea or concept for the book
- Picking folktales for the future book
- Translating the Russian version into Ukrainian language;
- The detailed and very precise work with all components of the book (types of fonts, page design, graphic technique, composition of text and visual parts etc.);
- The last stage was completing and improving the book, the so-called “pre-printing stage”.

I created the model of the book page by page electronically, following the previously drawn dummy.

3.1. The general idea and concept of book design.

I started to work with my project with a general idea for the book, struggling with the questions: “What do I want to say through my book-design? How could it be different from previous books? What is going to make my book unique? ” These questions bothered me, and the answers to them have come to me throughout the various stages of the work.

The aim of my project was to create a book-design including all elements, such as: the jacket, the cover, the title-page, the pages with text and illustrations, the font design etc. I wanted to create a book completely integrated from the first page until the last one.

During the practical work I was reflecting upon the information gleaned from the two chapters of the theoretical part. Firstly, I was lost for a while because of the varieties of interpretations for Norwegian folktales by different artists. Then I realized finally that in my own work I had to start with answering the question: “What inspired me during my stay in Rauland?”

The answer to this question could give me a starting point in creating the book with my personal and subjective reflection.

So I started to think what Norway is for me. What has been impressed upon me most here? At the same time I was making sketches, using different techniques, with the main goal being to catch the feeling of which image or technique I should use in my book. Little by little I found that more than anything, I kept coming back to nature again and again. I understood that the motifs which came to my mind, when I read Norwegian folktales, were those huge stones, the
mountains around, the surface of Totak Lake, the fjords I’d seen during trips around Bergen, forests and rivers, waterfalls and small wooden houses lost in picturesque surroundings, and reflections of almost every corner and view in the smooth water.

I have spent almost a full year round in Norway, so I thought I would reflect this in a book-design by quantity of the stories. I have decided to pick twelve stories, because this is the number of months in a whole year.

There is a list of chosen folktales in the order they are in the book. I have picked up these stories, because they have been suggested by my Norwegian friends (‘The man who kept house’, for example) or I liked them personally. I have decided to start my book with a story that tells about Rauland. This seemed logical to me because I studied in Rauland (‘Troll from Ashaug’). The ‘East of the Sun and west of the Moon’ is the most illustrated and famous Norwegian folktale; the same could be said about ‘Why is the sea is salted’, so I included them in the book without doubt. The folktale with the title ‘Soria-Moria Castle’ was written by Theodor Kittelsen, so I decided to include it as well, devoting it to his memory as one of the greatest illustrators of Norwegian folktales.

The folktales are presented in the book in this order in connection to the seasons:
1. Troll from Ashaug; winter;
2. Why the Sea Is Salted; winter and early spring;
3. The Baby doll in the grass; spring;
4. East of the Sun and west of the Moon; spring;
5. Widow’s sun; summer;
6. The Princess on the Glass Mountain; summer;
7. Troll and the wedding celebration; early autumn;
8. Soria-Moria Castle; autumn;
9. The man who kept house; late autumn;
10. How the boy travelled to the Northern wind for his flour; late autumn and winter;
11. Let go of the root, Catch the Fox-foot; almost winter
12. The cat of Dovrefjell; winter.

I thought it would be nice to dedicate each story somehow to each month of the year. With the feeling that I had found, more or less, the concrete answer to my question about quantity and order of stories, I came again to the concept of the book and formulating the main goals of the practical part of this project:
• To make ‘images’ that will create associations with Norwegian culture and nature;
• To visualize every story in the book with unique illustrations, as a part of the general concept of hand-made drawings and graphic elements.

This work took almost all of the spring-semester 2012, drifting into ideas and thoughts about visual presentations of Norwegian folktales. I had many questions and doubts in choosing the graphic elements that had to appear in the book, the materials that had to be used, and the techniques that had to be operated with. Finally, what kind of images would be reasonable to apply/use? Even more so, which tools would I have to use to provoke the reader’s interest in Norwegian culture and traditions with my illustrations of the chosen folktales? I was thinking of a general look for the book, with the first variant of a dummy (fig.60).

![Fig. 60. The dummy sketch - model of a book (spring 2012).](image)

The dummy has priority in book-design, because here can be seen the general concept of the book, it gives the appearance and “general look” of the book. The book is pictured from page to page showing well the structure with constructive grids and lines for further implanting details.
and images (fig. 60). I came back to dummy-modeling from time-to-time, having made changes in the composition and constructive lines.

As I have learned from the theoretical study, the artists, who work with illustrating folktales, mostly use traditional elements, such as typical landscapes and elements of nature, traditional architecture and interiors, folk dresses and accessories, for creating a specific “folk” atmosphere in their pictures. With such thoughts, I came to the decision of almost excluding traditional elements in my illustrations and using them very delicately and reasonably.

I came to this conclusion in accordance with the concrete characteristics of the book:

- The format of the book is going to be A4. Traditionally, this is the format for books with folktales in our country. It will give me a possibility to create bigger illustrations, combine illustrations and textual parts without creating a ‘messy’ feeling;
- I will create a title page for each folktale. It is traditional to start each story with an ‘opening page’. Ordinarily, it consists of an image of the main character or the most important action of the main character, and the written title of the folktale. I decided to use this traditional dividing page to structure the book. As an image I will use a depiction of the magic artifact for each folktale. For example, for the folktale ‘Why the Sea Is Salt’ it is an image of a hand-mill, for the folktale ‘The Princess on the Glass Mountain’ an image of three golden apples is used.
- Ornamentation - typically it is used as frames around the text and illustrations. I will use ornamentation as a background for the first double-pages of the text in every folktale. The aim of this decorative element is to bind together the stories between themselves and give depth to the pages.
- Large initial capital or so called ‘bloomer’ - I decided to use this element at the beginning of each folktale because I believe it is the best way of stressing, and bring the attention of the reader, to the starting point on the first page of the text. As is common, it will be a drawn letter with additional graphical elements in the context of the folktale it is made for.
- The illustrations - Illustrations are going to be oriented toward the emotional context of the depicted main characters. At the same time I will try to accent the sense of the folktales by depicting nature. It was the most important element in illustrations created by Scandinavian artists and I will continue this tendency.

I started to work more concretely with constructive and graphical elements, with these conclusive and generally formed ideas.
3.2. Detailed work and technical realization of conceptual idea

The realization of my book was progressing in stages, each of them being a necessary link to the next one. Firstly, I decided to translate texts of the folktales I had chosen from Russian language into Ukrainian because I had to see how many pages it amounted to.

- Work with textual part (translation and editing):

  To do the translation, into Ukrainian language, was very fascinating because it was a challenge for me. I am a native Russian speaker, who has been studying the Ukrainian language for the last 5 years in school only. During the USSR, it was common for the capitals of the republics to be Russian speaking cities. Russian culture dominated our huge and multinational country for 75 years and even before during the Russian Empire. Statistics states there are around 50 million people living in Ukraine now. More than half of them are using Ukrainian language in their everyday lives as a mother tongue. Another half is using Ukrainian language in their work and because it is a state language. When I was looking for the texts of Norwegian folktales translated into Ukrainian, I found only one example with many shortenings and simplifications in comparison to Russian and English variations. It confirmed my wish to translate the texts to Ukrainian for the future book.

  My main reason for translating the folktales to Ukrainian was a personal motive. My grandmother was forced to speak Russian all her life without even a notice or care that she was a native Ukrainian speaker. She was not allowed to use her mother-tongue language because it was not considered to be a language. It is in the past, and right now our country is on its way to reconstruction and rejuvenation of the Ukrainian language and culture and my project could have an impact in this process.

  When I completed the translation, I edited and corrected with the help of native Ukrainian speakers. As a result of all this work, there are 44 pages of text in total (Times New Roman, 12, with 1/5 space).

- Search for achieving the sense of my book through different techniques, styles and materials:

  In the beginning of defining the style of the future book I experimented with many materials and techniques. The style of the book could be photographically realistic or cartoonlike, paintings, drawings, woodcuts, etchings, or collages may be accomplished by watercolor (or its opaque form, gouache), oils, acrylic glazes, pastel, ink, charcoal, airbrushing, or mixed media.

  From the beginning I had not been thinking about creating a book oriented towards children with a *childish sense*. I didn’t want to be limited by choosing to use the children picture-book rules, but I made a sketch to confirm my feeling (fig.64).
I drew the small images of the same subject in different materials for one reason - to catch the feeling of the exact graphic ‘language’ I wanted to ‘speak’ to readers. It was a very important stage of my work. I believe that the graphic technique can accent or hide emotions and feelings, and even simplify the meaning of the story.

I was working with different materials and formats in the spring semester of 2012. By then, I had not got the general idea and I was just playing with the characteristics and possibilities of different techniques and types of stylizations (Fig. 60-69).

Fig. 61. The sketches with different techniques (spring 2012).
At the same time my memory was holding the picture of the graphic technique Theodore Kittelsen used in his illustrations. I was thinking of using the same technique even when I was playing and experimenting with different variants.

Fig. 62. The fragments from sketches with different techniques (summer 2012).

Fig. 63. Different techniques I used depicting the same image (summer 2012).
Somehow, I had a feeling that in any case I would come to the same style and texture in my illustrations after all. I worked with more and less simplified images to gain a better understanding of the types of graphic techniques I wanted to use for the book.

Fig. 64. The sketch was oriented to children auditorium (spring 2012).

Fig. 65. The sketch of illustration for “East of the Sun and west of the Moon” (spring 2012).
The next stage was to use the different stylizations in the sketches of illustrations (fig 65-70).

Fig. 66. The sketch of illustration for “Troll from Ashaug” (spring 2012).

Fig. 67. The sketch of illustration for “Troll from Ashaug” (summer 2012).
Fig. 68. The sketch of illustration for “The Baby doll in a grass” (summer 2012).

Fig. 69. The sketch of illustration for “The Baby doll in a grass” (summer 2012).
The most important thing was to choose the graphic technique with a connection to the following work with fonts and their stylistics, the style and placement of illustrations and saturation of images in each story.

After sketching and trying different techniques I decided to work with the same blur graphic technique as was presented in illustrations created by Theodor Kittelsen. It gives an illusive feeling to the illustrations that is, according to my understanding, close to ‘folktale’s sense’. I will achieve the smooth and milky structure by mixing the water-colors and water-color pencils. This technique will be used for the jacket of the book, for the illustrations and for the ‘large initial capitals’.

Fig. 70. The sketch of illustration for “Why the Sea Is Salted” (summer 2012).
Work with color scheme of the book, the details and concrete solutions of fonts, composition of illustrations and decorative element.

The coloristic scheme of the book.

For choosing the coloristic scheme for the book I analyzed the pictures made by me in Rauland and in Norway during my stay here (see fig. 71-74). I collected them over the seasons, and tried to figure out the colors that are presented in the pictures. It gave me the possibility to create logical connections to the color pallet for nature. As a result I have made a table of the colors for future usage, shown on the pale-blue toned-paper, which is considered to be a background for all illustrations in the book and for ‘large initial capitals’ (fig. 71).

Fig. 71. The coloristic scheme for depiction of the illustrations and decorative elements.

I decided to make texts and illustrations for the folktales that are connected by transparency of illustrations by letting them flow from page to page. It gives the feeling of “water”, and a “talkative” feeling as well by binding together the text. The feeling of flowing water is underlined not only by the color scheme I have chosen, but mostly, by the base-color of the paper. I have seen this light-blue shade so often in the sky, in the water, and in shadows on the snow.
I also picked a few bright colors such as red, brick-red shade, bright-blue in two variants and one very vibrant-green. They are used in small doses as an accent-color and mostly in combination with more neutral shades.

Fig. 72.

Fig. 73.
Fig. 72-75. The photos of nature and surroundings as a source of coloristic scheme.
• **Work with the fonts and letters (textual part of the book)**

I started to work with fonts by sketching them in different styles and with different materials. Sometimes the fonts are very simple and play an additional role. Sometimes the fonts are very complicated visually and are dominating over the illustrations and colors in a book design.

![Fig. 76. The sketch of the title font.](image)

![Fig. 77. The sketch of the title font and ‘large initial capitals’.](image)
Fig. 78. The sketch of the title font and ‘large initial capitals’.

Fig. 79. The ‘large initial capitals’ for the “Troll from Ashaug”. 
I began designing the type and style of writing for the titles, and the fonts for the cover and ‘large initial capitals’. By sketching and coming to a result, I decided that the fonts I will use will
be very simple but readable with contrasting colors to the backgrounds. For the ‘large initial capitals’, after sketching in different graphic techniques, I came to the decision of using pale-blue toned-paper for the illustrations. Also each folktale starts with the ‘large initial capital’ reflecting the specificity of the story (fig. 79-81).

Fig. 82.

Fig. 82-83. The sketches of the font for the cover.
Fig. 83-86. The sketches of the font for the cover.
I had two final types of fonts, decided upon by such characteristics as readability and adaptability to text and titles: they had to be readable, modern and adaptive for the title and for the text. I was planning to use a maximum of two scripts because it helps to hold the texts together. I had been working with scripts in different styles and different techniques. After settling on the general concept I came to the following result:

- Book’s title for the jacket, cover and half-title page – “Minion Pro” style – “Default Artistic Text”, type size – 60, 975;
- Folktale’s title – “Minion Pro” style – “Default Artistic Text”, type size – 8-10 (depends on the length of the name);

There is a text of folktales written with different fonts that I looked up when I was trying to find the right one (Fig. 87). I marked the chosen font by underlining.

Fig. 87. The work with scripts for the textual part of the book.
The illustrating and drawing part of the book.

While I was working with the drawing part of the book, I was mostly focused on creating it with a sense of balance, so that all illustrations would be united and integrated with additional decorative elements and the textual part. To achieve this result I had to operate with basic elements of visual arts.

‘The critic’s role is legitimized by their abilities not only to express liking or disliking for a work of art but also to express reasons why, in terms of artistic elements and their intended effects on their audience (Lacy, 1986, p. 4). These elements are line, color, light and dark (often called value), shape, space, and texture’.

These elements are important not only in illustrations, but for the book-design in general. For example, the illustrations may contain colors while the rest of the book may be in black and white, or the pages may be, in turn, contrasting and paled.

The illustrations are a very important part of the book. But we begin to be acquainted with a book from the first minute we see it; at this point we see the cover, the jacket of the book. I was thinking for quite a long time about the jacket and cover of my book. For me, these two elements are always together just like ‘two sides of a coin’, if I may compare.

Fig.8. The first variant of the jacket (spring 2011).
Jackets are mostly multi-colored with a lot of decoration on it, as in the case with my book as well. Sometimes it might be plain white or in bright color. It is always a stressed element of a book design in order to attract the reader’s attention. It is made for catching the attention of a potential buyer ‘the cover or a jacket is like a poster that reflects mood, text, and artistic style to be found within’ (Lacy, 1986, p. 7). The folktales book is very often a souvenir-book or a gift-edition; it is a kind of ‘rule of high-priced-looking jacket’. This jacket was actually the first I sketched immediately after I’d chosen the topic for the project (Fig. 8).

The main reason for creating such a wide and horizontal composition was to give a spacious feeling reminiscent of the feeling you have of Norwegian landscape. Here I had too much of me in the composition and not much of my perception of Norwegian landscape and nature in general. I made it when I was wondering about the general concept for my book and at that time I did not have it yet. That is why, despite many details and recognizable images from the stories (three apples, moon and sun etc.), it had not got the spirit I was looking for.

Fig.89. The background of the jacket.
After coming to the general idea, I decided the jacket would have a title using the chosen font; as a background the jacket has the stylization of Rosemaling painting on pale-blue toned-paper with dark-green pallet and ochre details. The title “folktales of Norway” is in white, right down in the corner of the jacket (fig.90).

Fig.90. The jacket of the book with spine, back and front pages and turns.

I was thinking about the cover of the book as it is “an entrance” into it. It is often an artistic move to use an image of a door or a window on the cover. Quite often it is symbolically and unconsciously understood by the reader as an invitation. I decided to use this device for making the composition for the cover. There is a tradition in Norway to decorate the door portal in traditional architecture. I felt a need to put a stress on this in my design. That is why the important part of the cover is the graphical stylization of the door-portal I found in an old farm-house situated in Notodden.

It is not a concrete image of the door, but I want to mention here that in my design there is many hidden details and tiny clues to traditional elements that will work with unconscious feelings and understanding. It is in accordance with the concept of the book. I do not want to say anything categorically; mostly I want to make people interested in it (fig.90-91). Through the composition I decided to use the same points to stress the titles of each story written, by locking the title’s text in a concrete place on the page. For the background I picked chalk-brown color
that is in the shade of the old wooden architecture here in the region of Telemark. The title of the book is in white color to make it stand out, to prioritize it. The carving element is more neutral and multicolored, sometimes very close to the tone of the background.

Fig. 91-92. The carving of the door portal in the old house in Notodden, (personal photo). And the sketch of the cover.

‘From the very beginning, single or double pages in the front matter provide fields of action often employed as dramatic prelude for the full visual text yet to come. Endpapers, half title, title, copyright, and dedication pages may each or all demonstrate artistic design as an extension of the cover, or beneath the print information may be bits of visual information that constitute background or the beginning of the story itself. Like little silent movies, initial sequences of pictures in the front matter are used by many picture-book illustrators to provide a build-up and thus become an integral part of the continuity in overall book design’ (Lacy, 1986, p. 7)’.
When I completed this variant of the cover I understood that the cover and the jacket were still untied by the colors and graphical components. I started to think about the cover as a continuation of the jacket and I came to another variant of the cover (fig.93).

Fig. 93. The cover of the book with the spine.

Following the general composition and the constructive lines of the page design I came to a title page with two variants (see fig.94-95).

The compositional rules that work with the jacket cover and the title pages are playing the same role in the opening-page for each folktale. There are twelve opening-pages, each one for each of the folktales. There is an example of a sketch I made in pencil for the last folktale in the book “The cat of Dovrefjell”. The first and last story is going to be about Christmas Eve. As it is winter, for the opening page I decided to use an image of wheat’s sheaf with bright-red ribbon as is traditionally used outside in Norway before Christmas. It is the concrete element that tells about the tradition. In Ukraine, for example, we have got wheat sheaves indoors. The sheaf is
always situated on a windowsill in the house in the living space. So it is a certain and easily recognizable symbol of Christmas in both countries, but at the same time the slight difference is shown.

I saved the constructive line for the text here, where the title of the story follows, but the picture has the dominating role here. That is why the text is plain, in dark-red color and the picture is multicolored, with varieties of color transitions and contrasts, with implied contour line for shading and highlighting. These complex visual harmonies as a play with colors and contrasts are considered to exist in all illustrations and in page design in general, by combinations of colors with regard to their intensity of dullness or brightness; response to color and color harmony is also recognized as reflecting personal preferences more than other artistic elements.
Fig. 96. The sketch for the opening-page of “The cat of Dovrefjell” (autumn 2012).
Fig. 97. The opening-page of “The cat of Dovrefjell” (spring 2013).
As well as an image here dominating over the written text, I decided to make all these opening-pages dominating in the book in general. Because of the brightness and detailed drawing, these pages are drawn on electronic tablet. It emphasizes the division in the book into stories. The graphic style will connect the opening-pages together at the same time.

Fig. 98. The opening-page for the “The man who kept house”.
Fig. 99. The opening-page for the “Castle Soria-Moria”.
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Fig. 100. The opening-page for the “The Princess on the Glass Mountain”.

Принцеса на скляній горі
Fig. 101. The opening-page for the “Troll and the wedding celebration”.
For showing the creating process of an illustration I might use, as an example, the first folktale in the book ‘Troll from Ashaug’. Here are four stages of the work with illustration and text. I started with the pencil sketching, and then I added on the page the translated text. The following work was drawing the picture on the pale-blue paper and adding the text again using Photoshop. The last stage gave me a result I didn’t like - the drawn and written parts were of equal importance on the page. It gave the feeling of disorder, unbalanced pages and of an unbalanced book in general. Thinking in such a direction I came to another solution. I decided to use my pattern from the jacket as a background for every starting double page. This gave me two good points. First it was a connection to the jacket, cover and title. Second, it gave me an easier crossing from bright and strong opening-pages to the textual pages (see fig. 102).

Fig. 102. The stages of creating page 8.
Fig. 103. The double page 8 and 9 after the layout phase.

Sometimes I decided to use the contour line of the same pattern from the cover and title, transparent in the text. It gave me a rhythmical reminder about the connections between the folktales (fig.104).

At that moment, when I started to work with each textual and illustrative page, I got a generally composed dummy of the book. The first variant of the dummy I created in spring 2012 (see fig. 60) was not even close to my resulting work. Even the second variant I made during the summer was not close because at that moment I did not have the quantity of pages with the text in chosen font. I did not have the idea for creating the opening-pages for each folktale at that moment either.

My third variant of the dummy was much closer to the resulting version because I did it during the autumn, when I had already picked the font for the text; I started to draw the illustrations and sketches for the opening-pages. The next dummy I did in spring 2013 having all ideas and thoughts completed in my mind (see fig. 106-110). At this time I was ready for the last stage of creating the book. I started to model the electronic layout of each page, with drawing the details of illustrations I had done previously in sketches. Also I started to redraw opening-pages for the folktales on electronic tablet preparing all these parts for the printing stage.
Fig. 104. The sketch of the dummy - model of a book (summer 2012).

Fig. 105. The sketch of the dummy - model of a book (autumn 2012).
Fig. 106. The dummy - model of a book, from cover till page 19 (spring 2013).

Fig. 107. The dummy - model of a book, pp. 20-43 (spring 2013).
Fig. 108. The dummy - model of a book, pp. 44-71 (spring 2013).

Fig. 109. The dummy - model of a book, pp. 70-93 (spring 2013).
3.3. **Pre-printing stage of modeling and collecting the book in a single object.**

For adopting hand-made illustrations and other elements, and for achieving the well-printed result, I needed knowledge of two specific computer programs: CorelDraw 12 (to work with vector images) and Photoshop CS5 (to work with bit images). The first one gives the best resolution for these images at the printing stage. The Adobe Photoshop I needed for adapting photos and images drawn by hand and drawn on the electronic tablet. It helps also control the color contrasts and hue of the images. For working with Photoshop I passed a special studying course for a month and a half, in total 15 lessons, two and half hours each.

The whole process I was completing in the pre-printing stage can be divided into two parallel works. Firstly, I was redrawing the previously done sketches in color pencils while underlining with color ink pens. Then I scanned them and after editing the coloristic balance in Photoshop I added the pictures into the final layout. In this way I was working with illustrations, large initial capitals and background for the jacket. I decided to show a few illustrations in the transformation from the sketch to the illustration (see fig.111,112 and to see the result of the final layout see fig. 124-126).
Fig. 111-112. The sketches of illustration for “East of the Sun and West of the Moon”.

While I was finishing drawing the opening-pages on electronic tablet, redrawing on the toned paper illustrations and editing them, I was doing the pre-printing preparation of the book. It was a computerized process of collecting all drawn and written materials into the final model of the book, saving all pages in an order page by page. Then I prepared a model of the whole book, in total 104 pages.

I decided to show here the part of the book from page 6 till page 27 for understanding the appearance of the book (see fig.113-126).
Fig. 113. The double page 6-7.
Якось в одній з країн Дюре Во у себе вдома. Час вже дощив до озера, як у відчайдушному морі відкрилася ще одне двері. Чоловік, який був на кухні, відкриє двері, а Дюре Во кинувся в воду.

Переказуючи цю історію, які зіткнувшись в одній з країн Дюре Во, відкривали двері, щоб відкривати нові двері. Чоловіку, який був на кухні, відкриє двері, а Дюре Во кинувся в воду.

історія була – чом, як відкрия та які зіткнувшись в одній з країн Дюре Во у цій нічі якось вони. Дворождає вони, і це тролі. А той сміливий діяли самі води, і не відомо, як сімі через озеро перехватитись.

Подібний тролі Дюре Во і звітно:
- Чому ти зіткнувся?
- Як та з нещася?
- Чому звітно Дюре із кухні во, а ти, які зіткнувся прикладення?
- Я відкрив двері із відкривання, - звітно, які зіткнувся.
- Я відкрив двері із відкривання, - звітно, які зіткнувся.
- Чому зіткнувся, сімій.

Але вже й не наступки молюся рукавицю та була, коли в одній з країн Дюре Во у цій нічі якось вони. Дворождає вони, і це тролі.
Fig. 115. The double page 10-11.
Наставляло Різдво. У старого брата звичайно де світанок, а у молодого в хаті, якщо зоря стояла немає. Тут йому дружина й каже: — Сходив би ти до свого брата-багатого, попросив бы чого-небудь заради світа, щоб і му могли Різдво як всі добрі люди спатиша.

Прийняв відпевна до старого брата і став в його присіч коня та ей від сього. У багатий дом і відповів:
— Ох, і не брий ти мені, брате! Все ходи, вибачиши... А в мене ж не шише, добрі, дам і тобі свійний ошібок. Але вінки за однією умови: кури в тебе поверх — туди ми згурті і підйдем, і переглянем мені не станем.
— Добрі, а на все згоден, — говорить Григор.
— Кому тобі його ошібок його і згорать.
— І я, ти, брату, до чотирьо в гостях, і вчора в тебе тут вільні не вайки.
— Ну, чи ж, що ж, я більше слова не відповідаю, — відповів Григор.
Все він під хобу свійний ошібок та й покочував у гостях до чотирьо.

Йшов жінка бесе де з темно охід до своє дівчини до диво-дивини каменів. З яким світом нечуване чутлося, а диво відтак із днем вороги до зорі дрібь збояві, як належолі під Різдво заспіватають, щоб всім він тепер було.

— Добрі добряній — ронує жінка.
— Ти добрій денір! — відповідає він. — Ти чуди це на ній був, відчай?
— І вдя до чотирьо в гостях, та от тільки не знаю, чи вірим, швидко це ж не?
— Ні, якщо так, то ти в акварел до місяці та прийдеш. Заходь в хату, там саме чотирьо засідає і всі його родини. Але перед ним хочу тобі передати, як згадували, всі чотирьо до тебе відділилися і стають шкоду, щоб ти не тільки ошібков.
— Вони сіли як до свиня око. Так вони своєму місцю не відійдуть, а просят за інші ручний мілочок, що за згоргано стопті. Млин тобі червоний, що покажеш — ти вдя від мене. А ніхто навіть, я не додав тебе навіть, як я від знайомих і як збояві.

Подібний жінка здійснила азбуку поради її обійшов до чотирьо в хату.

Як старий сказував, як бесе і сталося.
Ніхто не відповів жінка пораді, як всі чотирьо та схоронилися до місяці, обговорили і стали кланитися, щоб вони не свійний ошібок проклав.
- Я-то, чесно кажучи, сам здавался зі своєю старою
поротканою на Різдво післядовим, — говорить жебрак. — Алі вже як вам така жінка, вирішив його, а мене за нової ось той старий млинок. Йшло, що за дверима стояло.

Снов жебрак вертіться дивно і шумілися, млинки жебрак стоять на своєму, так що прийшлося воронам млин відвіту.

Вийшов жебрак із хати той записав у старого пісегача, як йому в цій ліщині управління. Старий його і навчив:
- Коли закричим млин в хід пустите, поберіть його ручку і скажіть:
  - Рунка, крутися! Млин, млин! А коли ручка буде його зупинити — знов поберіть ручку і скажіть:
    - Рунка, не крутись! Млин, зупинись!
- Декому, дідусю, за науку! — скайда жебрак і постійно до дому зі своїм добудованим млином.

Такий, як він не насичився, а рятував звідки дедале не зміг зграбитись. Утлішив він в сонця, а згуртува на нього як кинулась:
- І де ж тебе насичив? Сиди тут з руки голова та холодна. Але колись додуш що відвідомості в ньому! Але крупицьки в скрині, щоб рішучи куші збачити!
- Не люту та не зимову, люба! — відповіла жебрак. — Ходи я по справах своїх, та і шлях був не близький.

Глядо-де, що я зніс-

Поставив він млин на смугті та наколів, щоб він завізав і вінок, і замінись, і посміха, і так, і решта інші до різдвяної вечір.
- А я намагаю млин до відсташа, поберів ручку жебрак і крутись:
  - Рунка, не крутись! Млин, зупинись!
  - Млин і зупинись.

Дружина млинки очі втягнув, а попів сталася дотикуватися у млинку, де ж він цей млинок увів. Підняв колібки її нічоє не відчинив.
- Чи млинок не відчинив, — говорить, — де ж він відповідь?

Владмір був на славу, і був в тій!

Відповів на жебрак із жебрачі Різдво, а на інші люди поспіли старого драта і всіх сусідів, безупинно вихвідячи великі святкування.
Fig. 118. The double page 16-17.
Тим часом жінка багато чекала чекала чоловіка, і почала і починала казатися.
Щось довго нас казав сяючи не хто. Видно, ніхто у нього із товаришами не був. Прийодило мені додавати їй ти, допомагати їй ім. І ви теж зміну війта! Віддима і поспішілаєм.

Закинула вони кози на млен і покидали. Тільки відійшли до складів, як ринком багато, нічом, шумно, розігрується кислота рідка, а воє берегли млини були і в будинках, тонкійшою як більшість млині, а сам казарні в киселі будиночка і чищами.
- Ізмен, довгі часе не деися! Тільки слідити, не потягти в своєму саду.

Добрався багато влітку до подолю хати, ледь із киселю з камина випробував, візьви в хуту і чищами:
- Забирає ти, чарди тебе, свій млин! А ти коротко киселю і камина своєму сліді нас підіймає, а ІІІ оголень підійда буде подібна.
- І ж до камина? - відмовився йому брати. - Ти мені по-перше трохи відради відійда, що за млин обіймає.

Приблизно багато виїли тонкої дірку. Тоді сів біля відстані, вкорами до вагонів, ручку у млині повернув і сказав:
- Рука, не крити! Млин, відминає.

Млин і відминає.
Понищав жвавих людей з цього села, прийшло всі - його із людю, хочо із маскою - і швидко з камина, киселем та слаженим оголень вигнала.

З нічі самої пори згадувала молодіж підіймалася. Були в нього тільки і землі, і казармів багато. Намагався умові млині займати, і бів підіймає собі небай будинок під салом вітрам.
Сіяла його на вересі фіорду столя, і золото так зліко відійда було, і не одним кораблем, що через фіорд залиш, пове свій на кремляв.

Все сприявала до утвердження, щоб і на чарний млин підіймалася, тим щоб підійти до нього по всій сімейній лінії.

Одного разу вийшов із далеких країв на своїй шкірі один шкипер.

---

Підйшов бій на дивобожний млин і підійшов казарни:
- А, це він може намагатись!
- Жжж і сини нами здатні, відійда казарни. Тут і подій в шкипер: "Я бачу дивобож млин на своєму кораблі. Із усього краю віз, а був би в мене дивобож млин, камень би я солі, і не був би мене по моїм і будо в і жагою любив."

І стал він просити казарни, щоб моя піддав азому цей дивобож млин.

Багато гроші за нових обійм. Тільки казарни не за які дивобож не захисти його віддати.
- Ну во ж, - зобов'язав шкипер. - Намагаєтеся та й намагаюся.

Дозволі мені та в таємні переконувати, а та час вже підійда і дійсніся мени немає купи. А війська вже відійда в збори відкривати.
Fig. 120. The double page 20-21.
Вона гово рила тихим ніжним голосом, що хоч розлюбив її ніколи б, як короля—батько наказав всім братам знайти собі нареченних, як розклад ім'я братів та кохань, як вони вибачати і як брати видають її одного косеред коро ви.
— Де ж я знайду наречену, щоб він мігся та відбій коней з один до іншого? — відповів йому відомий хлопець.
— Я із задоволеньням допоможу їй. Хочи я буду твоєю нареченою? — вибачила лялечка. — Подивись, що я вбиваю козу.
Вона достала крижку, відкинула хвилю, викорів та прицігала конями, і вона її на очах зібрався хлопець.
Перед коханками вийшла маленька, саме як для лялечки.
Сім'я взяв наречену та повернулася до барака. Король із задоволеньням розібрався її і склав зібранням Симону:
— Це не важко, що вона маленька, але ж хочіть бути ніжною.
Він благословив синя на шлях із хвилюю. Радісний Симон повертався за своїм нареченням. Він хотів було побачити її в свій відоме, але лялечка сказала, що в ній є свої коней та кохана. Вона знаходя в сірому крутому лукіші і замкнула в ней відомі маленькі конечки-свідучення.
І вони почали кричати: Симон та коня, а його наречення в поганому світі — срібній крутій лукіши, замкнутий дикого коня-кінням-свідученням.
Коня іх вже було обережно, ніби маленьким нестачю на своїм нареченням. Але все ж відомі наказали братам панівці, і відомий від капеланів відкинувся на диви, і сірка лялечка відома в озері, бо як вона кричати, більш жалюгі. Він голосом кричити в білій досім, хлопець був в озері, забрався та вилася на берегу, підняв з тихою озерина, із тихого плавлення, відомого маленького та вишуканий лялечки. Шепотом Симон колись його коней на лялечку, та підніс до панівці.
В той же самий час тримали брати із своїми нареченнями, якщо ж не відомі та неможливими були іх кар'єри, від иншої пліви з'явилися відомі, а обличчя вирізь білорічний кінь, до варо хути приспілися регіоні, і від цього Божих були обіця ніє малосільські.
Fig. 122. The double page 24-25.
Рис. 124. The double page 28-29.
- Чуло я про мої палиці, є такий на світі, а дороги туди не знайо. Вітамо мого коня і його до скідного відірку, він відстав світами вулки, може, і замиканий... І чекаємо коли довому повернутися, коли до скідного відірку. Від його тіл явища, він і тіле назав. А що про її більшої собі, знадобиться.

Так відчуваю відчуття в дорогу.

Відчуваю жієво, відчуваю нічий сила і нервові побачили донині скідного відірку. І відчуваю вітер так і більше, так на то бій тут і низько.

Підійшла днівня близько, а скідний вітер як раз із думу і відчуваю — не відтіль, відтіль позитивно. Так боже відчуває вітер.

- Почналий, скідний вітер, кажи мені, чи не думай ми палиці, що стоять на скід від сонця, на завод від сонця?
- Чому — що, а віччі — не думай, і дороги туди не знайо.
- Скажи скідний вітер, переддиш, із місяця на місяць.
- Якщо хочеш, я можу просвітити тебе до мого браку, завжди відірку. Він старий за мене, може, він міг на скід від сонця, на завод від місяця, може, балтовий палац. Ну, тримайся довге, і я швидко думку місяць до браку!
- Але завжди вітер теж не знав дороги до палац.
- Якщо хочеш, я провіду тебе до нового і відірку — південного відірку, — сказав він днівня, а сам так і відчуває з місяця — Південний вітер скідний, тік як і зі скідом. Як там він не збув? Що, завжди латинський місяць?
- Так, так, вона, звичайно, повинна бути.
- Ну так тримайся! — присвігував завжди вітер.
- І вона полягала.

Південний вітер зустрів їх дуже тепло. Але він так же знав думку днівня.
- Якщо хочеш, я провіду тебе до південної відірку? — сказав він. — Він самий старший серед нас і самий скідний. Якщо він не знав, де той палац, тоді, ходи відно, ніжто чого не знав. Ну, тримайся! Покінчимо!

Південної вітер же здійсни обій з холодом. Він був дуже здійсни, що його не чути.
- Це ваза котеня! — зманив він такими стравним голосом, що у днівній дівчині обій з холодом.
- Єй, будь ласка, не сердись, — сказав південної вітер.
Fig. 126. The double page 38-39.
It is a part of the printing process when a designer has got the possibility to see the book in one piece for corrections or changes. There are some pictures of the printed book in the soft cover (see fig.127-131).

Fig. 127-128. The photos of the first copy of the book after being printed.
Fig. 129-130. The photos of the first copy of the book after being printed.
Fig. 131-132. The photos of the first copy of the book after being printed.
Final thoughts

Creating a book was a big challenge. Creating a book with a mission to show a different culture, and with an aim to make the readers interested in learning more about Norwegian traditions, made my work even more serious and complicated. As a person with my own artistic view on style and book design, I was trying to follow my feelings and understandings of how I could represent Norway in my book. I used my personal ideas and concept, so the result you see is my own work. In my book I did not want to impose on a readers mind and confuse their attention by messing with details and decorative elements just because it was done by many artists who created illustrations for folktales before me. I wanted my work be “readable” and easy to follow.

As I said I tried to make a unique and whole artistic object with its own character and style. As any artist who is creating artistic work I wanted it to be recognizable and connected to me. As a person who has been taught in Ukraine and has grown up in a reading family, having known the famous illustrators of my country, I wanted to show in my project the continuation of traditions in illustrations of folktales that have been formed in Ukraine for many generations. By chance I had an opportunity to enrich this tradition by the knowledge I received while studying in Norway. In saying this I mean that I studied illustrations of different artists from different countries, who have been working in illustrating and designing Norwegian folktales. I also studied work of Russian and Ukrainian artists who have been illustrating folktales from other countries with the purpose of showing tendencies in illustrating in my country nowadays. It gave me an opportunity to understand another way to create a book that will be distinguished between others. In my understanding the created book is a completed artistic object with a few essential conditions. It should:

- Touch a reader emotionally by pictured stories;
- Show the personality of the artist who created the illustrations;
- The book design is a part of a general idea, and it should also be made in the concept of the book;
- Show a part of the culture of a nation but without overdoing it with decorative elements. Boundless usage of decoration can take the attention of the readers from the pictured and literary part of a book;

I hope the intersection of differences and similarities between Ukrainian and Scandinavian illustration of folktales, analyzed in the theoretical part of this project, has impacted upon and
influenced the result of my practical project and helped, after all, to create a book which will live long.
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